the great men I have named, and I am sure I speak but the opinion of his professional contemporaries when I say that lie was the greatest nisi-priws lawyer of the New York Bar. It seemed scarcely possible to excel his skill in the examination of witnesses or Ins addresses to the Jury, but with these his ambition seemed satisfied; for arguments at the Term he was seldom well prepared and :i!ar less successful. On closing our last professional concern after my retirement he expressed to me by letter his great satisfaction, that in a practice so peculiarly exciting as ours had been we had never any cause for personal complaint in our professional proceedings and tendered me assurances of his respect and esteem, feelings which were very cordially reciprocated on my part.
The briefest sketch, of the incidents of such a professional career as mine has been would yet be too long for insertion here, assuming that they would be of sufficient interest so long after their occnronre, to justify it. They must therefore, with one or two exceptions, bo left to the judicial reports, and to the traditions of the times. The exceptions, as will be seen, have more than professional relations.
My employment as Counsel to contest the title of the Livingston family to the Manor which bears their name, has been a fruitful scource of misrepresentation of both my professional and political conduct, and I will therefore be excused for placing that matter upon its true ground. Did the subject possess no other interest Mian my own vindication from unmerited aspersions I would, on the principle by which I am governed in the preparation of this Memoir, pass it by. But a brief and true statement of a matter which lias, at intervals for nearly a century produced bitter litigation and violence, making repeated appeals to military aid necessary to the preservation of the public order, and in regard to which the acts of distinguished individuals have been brought in question, cannot bo without interest.
Robert Livingston, in the year 1684, obtained a Patent from the Crown for a strip of Land on the Eastern shore of the North (or Hudson) River, stretching from the Northern to the Southern Boundary of the Manor, as it is now held, and extending into -the woods so far as to contain Eighteen Hundred acres, with, a reference to monuments at each end of the strip, which sires now the North and South bounds of the Patent. A short time softer-wards he obtained another Patent for what was then and has evtjr since been known as Tackkanic (Taghkanie?) Flats lying East of the first Tract,-and supposed to contain eight hundred Morghcms of land. Both grants contained definite bounds and distinct quantities. In 1686 he obtained a Patent of Confirmation, which recites tlm two previous Patents, and states that the tracts described in them /&

